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Structure of the Compressible Turbulent Shear Layer (unclassified) The large-scale structure of the turbulent compressible It is a widely-accepted premise that shear-layer enshear layer is investigated in a two-stream supersonic trainment and mixing are governed by the instability wind tunnel through a series of experiments. Doubleof the turbulent large-scale structure. The visualizaexposure schlieren photography reveals that the two tion of such structures in the compressible case led convective Mach numbers, corresponding to each side Papamoschou and Roshko 1 ,2 to characterize the cornof the shear layer, are very different, one sonic or superpressibility of the flow in a frame of reference in which sonic and the other low subsonic. This contradicts the the structure is stationary. Given the flow conditions current isentropic model of the structure which predepicted in Fig. 1 , this was done by defining the condicts them to be equal or very close. It is shown that vective Mach numbers as follows: addition of shock-wave effects to that model allows for U 1 -Ue the asymmetric trends observed in the experiments.
PERSONAL AUTHOR(S)
a, An inclined view of the flow provides sketchy informa-
(1 tion about the spanwise orientation of the large-scale
Uc -U2
structure and does not reveal any pronounced obliq-M 62 -uity. Attempts to enhance mixing by modifying the 02 trailing edge were unsuccessful, where U, is the convective velocity of the structure, assumed to be constant.
Nonmenclature
The relation between M,, and M, 2 was obtained by requiring that the total pressures of the two streams in the convective frame be equal. This stems from a speed of sound a well-known argument, used primarily with subsonic M free stream Mach number flows, that there exists a stagnation point between two me convective Mach numer (unspecified side) structures that must be stable, thus the pressures at U free stream velocity that point must balance (Fig. 2 Nevertheless, questions remained as to the accuracy the order of one, the error is similar to that for U, of (2) and (3) when shock waves form on the struc- Fig. 5 shows actual measurements of U, from twoture, since their effects are not addressed by the above spark schlieren photos for three of the ten Mach model. There is little doubt that shock waves will ocnumber-gas combinations explored in this study. Arcur as the convective Mach number exceeds some critrows indicate the structure features on which the meaical value. This is the basic motivation for the work surements are based. These photos were taken with described here, in which the convective Mach numthe knife edge parallel to the flow direction and span a bers were measured experimentally. Additionally, exdistance from 50mm to 140mm from the trailing edge. periments related to the spanwise organization of the Other knife edge orientations, such as 45-deg. and perlarge-scale structure and to mixing enhancement were pendicular, were also tried and did not produce any conducted and are described in later sections of this difference in the Uc measurements (see Fig. 14) . For all paper.
cases, U, was found to be independent of streamwise position. The standard deviation of the measurements is within the experimental error margin. Experiment Experiments were conducted in the GALCIT 25mm Results x 57mm x 200mm supersonic shear layer facility, extensively described in previous reports 1, 2, 9 . Typical The point could be shifting around, thus adding a time dependence to the equilibrium pressure condition. Judging from the two-spark schlieren photos, however, this The experiments revealed that, at high compressibileffect seems small. For example, in the photo of case ity (case H17N28 and below), U, closely approaches U, H17N28 (Fig. 5 ) the structure features are remarkably or U2, depending on the test case. This is a large devifrozen from one exposure to the next, although they ation from (3) and produces the surprising convective are experiencing a shear of 600 m/s. Mach number trends seen on the table. One gets a better view of that discrepancy when the experimenIt is the process by which fluid comes to rest at tal M,, and M 2 are plotted versus each other. This the stagnation point that needs critical examination. is done in Fig. 6 , where the theoretical values are also
The existing model assumes this process to be isenincluded. Dashed lines connect the theoretical and extropic. To make the model more realistic for the comperimental data for each case. The slight deviation of pressible case, the dissipative effects of shock waves the theoretical points from a perfect diagonal, implied must be added. A shock wave formed on the structure by (2) , is due to the small effect of different y's. The could cause considerable total-pressure drop along the difference between theory and experiment is striking: streamline leading to the stagnation point. If shock instead of being equal or close, M,, and M, 2 are very waves appear symmetrically on the structure, that loss different, one low subsonic and the other sonic or suwould be similar on both sides and (2) would still be personic. a good approximation.
Equally surprising is the fact that the side of the There is, however, potential for asymmetric situshear layer with the higher M, is not the same from ations. A "cat's eyes" idealization of a large-scale case to case. In some cases M,, is higher while in structure sytem, depicted in Fig. 7 , helps visualize others M, 2 is higher. There is no consistency of these the following argument. We place ourselves in the trends based on quantities that are frame-of-reference convective frame of reference and assume that the independent, namely on P and on 2. For example, two free streams have equal static pressures. In that cases H31N16 and N30S03 have similar b and 22, yet frame, suppose that the Mach number of the upper their M, distributions are different.
free stream, Mc, is supersonic. As in flow around a cylinder or a thick airfoil, the Mach number near the However, there is an apparent consistency based structure is higher than the free stream Mach number. on the free stream Mach numbers: in supersonicFlow along the top edge of the structure turns and acsupersonic combinations, M, 1 is always highest (U. -celerates through a Prandtl-Meyer expansion fan. As U2) while in supersonic-subsonic combinations, M 2 is a result, the Mach number ahead of the stagnation point is substantially higher than M,,. Flow comes
Significance of AU
to rest at the stagnation point by means of a normal shock located a short distance upstream of that It is important to develop a means of estimating the point. A normal shock at that high Mach number is likelihood of asymmetric situations. According to the strong enough that the total pressure downstream of revised model, flow along the structure boundary, as the shock, i.e., the pressure experienced by the stagseen by the structure, must be supersonic for such sitnation point on that side, is reduced to the level of uation to be possible. Consequently, the free stream the static pressure in the free streams. As an examconvective Mach number, M,, must exceed some critple, consider a case with M,=1.O and 71=1.4. For ical value, M. Asi"oted earlier, flow in the vicinity simplicity, assume that the Mach number at the top of the structure is faster than in the free stream, so of the structure equals M,. Suppose that the shock Mt could be less than 1. A reasonable range for M, occurs at a flow inclination of 40 deg. with respect to is 0.5 < M < 1. For an asymmetric situation to be the free stream. From the Prandtl-Meyer function, the possible, we must then have M > M or M,, > M Mach number before the shock is found to be 2.4, sufficiently high that the total pressure after the shock
The pertinent question to ask is under what condiequals the free stream static pressure.
tions will the flow have no choice but to have at least at that low Mach number, the total pressure remains AU virtually constant along the streamline leading to the a > M* (4) stagnation point and balances the total pressure proa 1 + a 2 duced by the upper side's shock. Hence, the stagnation guarantees that, no matter what the value of U, is, at point is still stable, although M,, and M,, are very difleast one of the Me's will exceed M,* and that asymferent. These two situations are illustrated in Fig. 7 , metric solutions will therefore be likely. where their respective total-pressure distibutions along the stagnation streamline are sketched.
It is evident from Fig. 8 that asymmetric solutions are still possible when AU-< M,. In that regime, Obviously, the same argument can be considered however, the flow has th coice of a subsonic strucwith M,, given supersonic, in which case one gets ture, that is, one with both M o's less than M and to a Mt l (symmetric) or Mosle 0 (asymmetric). So which the isentropic model applies. Given the syma total of three situations are possible, one symmetric metric choice with subsonic flow and the asymmetric and two asymmetric.
choice with a strong shock wave, it is unlikely that the It is thus seen that inclusion of shocks in the system flow will prefer the highly-dissipative asymmetic one. can dramatically alter the condition for pressure balJudging from the results of this study, a good guess ance of the stagnation point. Although not proposed for M is 0.6. The experimentally-encountered flow as the only possible explanation, the revised model rastates can then be summarized as follows: tionalizes the basic experimental trends produced here. In its present form, however, it cannot predict which side of the layer will have the higher M. Also, it does ..-L < 0.6 Symmetric situations not explain why given the symmetric and asymmet-.r+a2 ic possibilities at high compressibility, the flow here AU > 0 always prefers the asymmetric one.
a, +a2
4
The parameter T-, originally a byproduct of the Tilted-view experiments were tried with cases isentropic model, now takes a significance of its own.
H17N28 and H26N28. The knife edge was oriented It defines the possibilities for asymmetric or symmetric perpendicular to the streamwise direction to emphastates, and does so in a way largely independent of a size gradients in that same direction. Although the specific large-scale structure model. It can be considpictures suffer from lack of clarity, inherent to the high ered as a broad measure of shear-flow compressibility, distortion, features of structures were picked up. By since its value does not depend on shear-layer side.
following their evolution through the two-spark system, such features were distinguished from stationary The actual physics of the mixing, however, depend shock waves that would otherwise have created confuon the individual convective Mach numbers. In particsion. ular, they depend strongly on the higher the two Me's, denoted M,_... The lower Mc is always low subsonic, The structures do not appear to be convecting in so its influence is weaker. There is a interesting cora highly-oblique fashion. Obliquity on the photos did relation between Mc,... and & shown in Fig. 9 , not exceed 45 deg., corresponding to 15-deg. real obliqwhere a monotonic trend is observed.
uity. Fig. 11 shows a two-spark photo of case H17N28. The trailing edge is at the left boundary. Arrows indicate a spanwise structure and its later position. That Structure Obliquity structure looks roughly two-dimensional and is representative of structures seen in other photos of that case Implicit in the preceding analysis and discussion is and in photos of case H26N28. The convective velocthe assumption that the spanwise turbulent structure ity computed from the photo agrees with that obtained is two-dimensional. It is possible, however, that the from the untilted experiments (Fig. 5) . structure is oblique, with a direction of propagation It must be emphasized that visualizing the flow with inclined at an angle ) to the mean flow direction The such large optical distortion is not a reliable means of compressibility of such structure is governed by an ef detecting three dimensionality. The results presented fective convective Mach number in this section should therefore be treated as very pre- three dimensional, its convective Mach numbers would effectively be reduced. From Fig. 2 , it is evident that The best way to to visually determine flow threethis could cause the growth rate to increase. Sevdimensionality is to obtain a plan view of the shear era l x ei et w r c d te th the t ego layer, which necessitates windows on the top and botenan hrimen sonaeith hece miig ton walls of the test section. In the current facility, ofrohaing -edre diiationd hee mixing, such windows would have been difficult to install. An through trailing-edge modifications. Three types of trailing-edge devices were tried: a vortex generator; easier approach, though much inferior, is to visualtrip wires oriented at 60 deg. to the trailing edge; a ize the flow in a tilted direction through the existing sawtooth extension of the trailing edge, with teeth insidewall windows. This approach was tried and is dedined at 40 deg. They are shown schematically in Fig.  picted on Fig. 10 . The apparatus was rotated about 12 wt ree di esons its flow axis so that the schlieren beam entered the test section at a 12-deg. inclination. Due to the resulting The devices were applied to case H17N28. The optical distortion, structure obliquity was greatly amboundary-layer momentum thicknesses immediately plified on the image. For example, a 30-deg. obliquity upstream of the devices were calculated to be would have appeared as 70-deg. obliquity on the pho-0 1 =0.lmm and 0 2 =0.05mm, approximately. On the tos. Therefore, only obliquity that exceeded 70 deg.
growth-rate versus M. curve (Fig. 2) , this case is loon the photo could be considered substantial in accorcated at the kink where the growth rate bottoms out. dance with (5).
Thus a decrease in Me.,,, even a small one, should have increased the growth rate by a noticeable amount.
structure with M,, = 1.47 emits Mach waves that reach the walls and reflect back on the main flow, creatNone of the devices enhanced the growth rate by ing a complex pressure-wave system. A structure with more than 5%. To illustrate the insensitivity of the Mc 1 =0.83 cannot emit Mach waves except within its flow to the mixing-enhancement attempts, Fig. 13 close proximity where the Mach number is supersonic.
shows a photo of case H17N28 with and without vortex generator. The growth rates appear almost identical. If the waves are indeed generated in this manner, Tilted views of that flow did not appear different from it is still unclear why they do not convect with the the cases with clean trailing edge. structure but remain almost stationary. It is possible that they are initially created by a mechanism similar to the one described above, but then acquire a nature Strange Waves of their own. Obviously, more experiments are needed to explain this strange phenomenon. As mentioned earlier, schlieren photos with the knife edge perpendicular to the flow direction were also produced in the experiment. This knife-edge orientation Discussion picks up gradients in the streamwise direction, which are generally much weaker than those in the transverse
The experimental results raise the question as to what direction. It gives a more detailed view of turbulence, the appropriate compressibility-effect parameter for since the bias from the refractive-index difference bethe shear layer is. Previously, the isentropic model twe'-n the two streams is effectively removed. In fact, with M,, -Mc 3 made the answer easy: either Mc was it shows that the shear layer becomes turbulent ima suitable choice. Now that that model is found to be mediately downstream of the trailing edge (Fig. 14) , inaccurate, that choice must be reexamined. The resomething that is hard to establish from pictures taken suits of this study suggest two ways to describe shearwith a parallel knife edge (Fig. 13) . It was mainly apflow compressibility in a consistent manner. One way plied to cases H17N28 and H26N28.
is to use M ,.., the larger of the two Me's. Since A peculiar phenomenon was observed when visualthe lower M, is found here to be always low subsonic, izing case H26N28 in that fashion. Waves that were its contribution is secondary. Thus, M ,_. directly deroughly normal to the flow direction and of smooth fines the compressibility associated with the large-scale texture appeared consistently on every photo of that structure. An estimate for M*,. can be obtained case. Fig. 14 shows a typical one. The waves extend from Fig. 8 , assuming that the curve has universal into both free streams and are relatively stationary.
character. That leads to the other, more indirect, way They did not appear in case H17N28, perhaps because of describing compressibility by the parameter . they did not exist or because they were too weak.
As already noted, it determines when a structure has to be supersonic regardless of the value of U. Its good Although these waves cannot yet be fully explained, correlation with M,. suggests that it too is a consisit is useful to examine what they are not: they are not tent measure of compressibility. A plot of growth rate normal shock waves, or the pressure rise across them versus -Ay-would be virtually indistinguishable from would have been enormous; they are not radiating dithe plot of Fig. 2 . Plotted versus M,_.., the growth rectly from the structure, or a regular pattern with rate would still fall on a universal curve, provided that slope equal to the Mach angle at Mc,= 1.47 (43 deg. ) the relation of Fig. 8 is itself universal. would have formed. They are not caused by gradi-
The two-spark schlieren photos revealed some reents external to the test section, because photos with markable features of the compressible shear layer. no flow during the same experiment showed a uniform Generally, the large-scale structure appears frozen from one exposure to the next, even though the veThese waves are thought here to be caused by an inlocity difference across the structure is of the order tricate interaction between a supersonic structure and of the convective velocity and the structure has typthe test-section walls and their boundary layers. The ically trpvelled two of its body lengths. There is no fact that they appear in case H26N28 with M,,=1.47 eviderce of pairing or coalescence. It is thus of great and they do not appear, or are too weak, in case interest to inquire where these structures are "born". H17N28 with M,,=0.83 supports that hypothesis. A If they are generated near the trailing edge, and then merely convected and expanded downstream, the flow 14 are perhaps a hint that walls have to be an integral field in the vicinity of the trailing edge, which inpart of any realistic compressible shear layer model. cludes the wake region, may influence their behavior. The difference between supersonic-supersonic and Thfalrofmxnehnc ettrugefrs supersonic-subsonic combinations, noted above, could to increase flow three-dimensionality may have two difberonectedtoni thfctmbthatio nothe azoe, icord ferent and highly-speculative interpretations: (a) the deoinaneted i the fmeraca than the aer oneis, flow instability is basically two-dimensional and resists any departure from that state; (b) the instability is
Although the revised structure model makes use highly three-dimensional to begin with, in which case of shock waves emanating from the structures, such the devices would have little to contribute. The viwaves are not clearly seen in the schlieren photos. This sualization of distinct large-scale structures through may be due to the rapid weakening of their strength the schlieren system, which gives a spanwise-integrated and their transformation to weak waves by action of view of the flow, and, to a lesser extent, the tilted-view the surrounding expansion waves (Fig. 7) . In fact, if experiments, tend to support argument (a). However, the shock waves retained their strength far from the this issue cannot be settled until a direct plan view of structure, they would greatly alter the free stream conthe compressible turbulent shear layer is obtained. It ditions: U 1 would have to be continuously decreasing must also be. noted that this study has by no means and U 2 continuously increasing, leading to an imposexhausted all the methods for efficient mixing enhancesible situation for a shear layer. In the experiment, ment. Other configurations may hold more promise. U 1 , U 2 , and Uc were fairly independent of streamwise location. From that point of view, it is not surprising that such shock waves do not extend far into the free stream.
Conclusion
The asymmetric trends observed in the experiments could have a significant impact on mixing and combustion. The mass entrainment ratio Inclusion of shock waves in the model for a compressible large-scale structure gives rise to highly-E-P2 UC-U2 _r 2 Mc, asymmetric solutions for the convective Mach numPi U 1 -Uc V Pi 71 Me bers. This helps interpret the large difference between is far from unity in the highly-compressible cases due M, and M1 2 seen in the experiments. The parameter to the large difference between Me, and Me 2 . The =-i-,a delineates the likelihood of asymmetric solutions uncertainty in predicting which way the asymmetry and is a broad measurc of shear-flow compressibility. will occur, hence which side will be preferentially enTilted-view experiments, although of preliminary natrained, may pose challenges for the design of efficient ture, did not reveal pronounced obliquity of the largesupersonic combustors.
scale structure. The failure of mixing-enhancement attempts through trailing-edge devices underlines the These asymmetries are not without theoretical inherent stability of highly-compressible shear layers. precedent. Similar trends are found in the inviscid linearized stability analysis for an unbounded shear layer with uniform density by Blumen et a!.
1 2 : as the convective Mach number exceeds 1, the disturbance phase velocity departs from the mean velocity and ap- 
